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Abstract
Cloud providers are in a position to greatly improve the trust
clients have in network services: IaaS platforms can iso-
late services so they cannot leak data, and can help verify
that they are securely deployed. We describe a new system
called CQSTR that allows clients to verify a service’s se-
curity properties. CQSTR provides a new cloud container
abstraction similar to Linux containers but for VM clusters
within IaaS clouds. Cloud containers enforce constraints on
what software can run, and control where and how much
data can be communicated across service boundaries. With
CQSTR, IaaS providers can make assertions about the secu-
rity properties of a service running in the cloud.

We investigate implementations of CQSTR on both Ama-
zon AWS and OpenStack. With AWS, we build on virtual
private clouds to limit network access and on authorization
mechanisms to limit storage access. However, with AWS
certain security properties can be checked only by mon-
itoring audit logs for violations after the fact. We modi-
fied OpenStack to implement the full CQSTR model with
only modest code changes. We show how to use CQSTR to
build more secure deployments of the data analytics frame-
works PredictionIO, PacketPig, and SpamAssassin. In ex-
periments on CloudLab we found that the performance im-
pact of CQSTR on applications is near zero.
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1. Introduction

An increasing fraction of computing services run on man-
aged infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) systems such as Ama-
zon AWS, Google GCE, or Microsoft Azure [36, 56].
They form an ecosystem of inter-connected tenant services
run on a common virtualized platform, sometimes shar-
ing data [33]. Despite a common underlying platform, safe
cross-tenant sharing generally requires blind trust: clients
with sensitive data must trust their partners to protect it.

Consider a motivating example from outsourced analyt-
ics: a mail provider contracts out spam filtering to a third-
party service. The mail provider would like some confidence
that its private email will not be released or abused. More
generally, any client may want specific assurance that a ser-
vice it uses is configured to protect its data.

We argue that cross-tenant security attestations about the
security properties of service deployments are critical ele-
ments to build this trust. Attesting to the properties of a sin-
gle program, VM instance, or physical machine is not suffi-
cient for modern cloud-based services; vulnerability in any
component of a service can compromise security of the en-
tire service. Rather, customers must be able to check the se-
curity properties of a distributed service as a whole.

We make three observations about IaaS platforms:
(1) Cloud providers already serve as a root of trust for

their tenants, as they provide trusted services such as
authentication and access control.



(2) A provider’s software can attest to a wide array of
security properties of their tenants from information
already available to the platform.

(3) IaaS platforms are managed by a single entity and pro-
vide a trusted communication and distribution infras-
tructure.

Thus, IaaS cloud platforms already provide most of what
is needed to enable safe cross-tenant sharing. In this work
we explore how to take advantage of this potential. We pro-
pose an extended IaaS-layer framework—called CQSTR1—
for managing contained execution, in which a group of
tenant instances (VMs) have their external connectivity re-
stricted according to a declared policy as a defense against
information leakage.

CQSTR introduces a new cloud container abstraction,
which extends the notion of a container on a local operating
system [7] to cloud-scale applications consisting of many
VM instances and other resources. A cloud container spec-
ifies immutable confinement properties that limit network
and storage access for computations in the container. In ad-
dition, the policy may specify a set of images that are allow-
able to boot VM instances into the cloud container. The IaaS
provider issues attestations of these properties to clients of
the service. For example, CQSTR can attest that a service
runs from known disk images containing a locked-down op-
erating system and a trusted application framework, and that
network access is limited.

Cloud containers provide a data owner with a verifiable
set of controls over outsourced private data. A client can ver-
ify that a service meets the its required security policies to
protect data from leakage and misuse. Security policy is de-
signed and specified separately from the application and is
enforced by the IaaS platform, which allows CQSTR to run
existing operating systems and applications without modi-
fication. Further, CQSTR provides a foundation for more
flexible control based on security mechanisms in the attested
VM images, such as privilege separation, least privilege or
defense-in-depth policies.

To explore how existing IaaS APIs support secure cross-
tenant sharing, we implemented CQSTR abstractions as
a layer above AWS. The implementation builds on the
rich support in AWS for role-based access controls [15],
fine-grained control over the network with Virtual Private
Clouds [20], and security logging. However, due to various
limitations (see Section 4), we cannot use AWS authoriza-
tion mechanisms alone to control all output paths available
to a service on the AWS platform at this time. As a result,
our AWS-based implementation enforces compliance with
a cloud container specification by monitoring audit logs to
detect violations after the fact.

To provide stronger assurances, we separately imple-
mented CQSTR as an extension to OpenStack. We made
modest changes to the OpenStack platform to add new func-

1 Read as sequester: verb, meaning “to isolate or hide away”.

tions missing from existing IaaS platforms, including the
ability to freeze container configurations, enforce access
control based on container security properties, and prevent
extraction of data from a closed container by abuse of IaaS-
level management services such as backups [18] and log
monitoring [17]. We believe that these extensions are practi-
cal for broader adoption.

We exercise CQSTR on OpenStack with outsourced an-
alytics scenarios using SpamAssassin, PacketPig, and Pre-
dictionIO. No changes to the application source code are
needed, although we did write small proxy services to en-
force additional access controls. Our performance measure-
ments show that CQSTR has essentially zero overhead in
these data analytics scenarios.

2. Background and Challenges
Our work focuses on infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) clouds
that provide customers with virtual machine instances and
other resources. Customers specify a disk image stored in
the cloud, and the IaaS cloud provider selects a physical ma-
chine and boots a virtual machine from the chosen image.
IaaS systems also provide customers with virtual disks, blob
storage and other services whose use are mediated by the
cloud provider.

Cloud applications are increasingly constructed as a mix
of IaaS-provided services and third-party services provided
by other tenants running on the same IaaS platform. The goal
of our work is to improve trust between components of such
systems. To set context, we outline an exemplary scenario
for which current solutions prove unsatisfactory.
An example problem: secure data analytics. Suppose a
cloud tenant Alice has shopping-cart data, and would like to
use an analytics service run by another cloud tenant Bob to
make shopping recommendations from the data. However,
the data has competitive value, so she would like to make
sure that Bob cannot use the data for anything but generating
recommendations.

The ideal workflow for this scenario would be:
(1) Alice pushes her data to Bob’s service every day.
(2) Bob’s service trains a prediction model based on the

data each day, which might require tens or even hun-
dreds of VM instances.

(3) The prediction service deploys the model to a web ser-
vice, to which Alice submits requests for shopping pre-
dictions. The web service may itself consist of many
instances and tiers.

Alice’s security requirement is that her history data and
queries for prediction are kept secret from Bob and any
third parties. Bob may have proprietary algorithms running
in his service, and will not expose his code to Alice, so Alice
cannot run the prediction service herself.

Note that the scenario above arises in practice already:
companies like Google, Amazon, and BigML offer such
machine-learning services and in many cases keep their al-



gorithms secret [19, 35]. This example represents a clien-
t/server setting, for which containment is sufficient: Alice,
the client, provides data to Bob’s contained computation ser-
vice, and the output is delivered only to Alice. In a delegated
setting, the output of the service may instead go to Bob or
an unrelated third party; in essence Alice delegates control
over the data to the service, so some trust in the service code
is required. For example, a hospital may allow researchers
to use the results of a data analysis. Beyond machine learn-
ing, many other applications fall into this setting of cross-
tenant sharing between a data provider (Alice) and a com-
pute provider (Bob). More examples are in Section 6.

These scenarios all prompt the key question faced in our
work: How can a trusted IaaS provider safely assure Alice
of Bob’s secure handling of her data?
On using existing IaaS features. Leading IaaS clouds
such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) are feature-rich, and
one might expect that such cross-tenant sharing scenar-
ios can be handled with existing functionality. In particu-
lar, AWS offers virtual private clouds (VPCs) [20], which
support a logically isolated network for a set of instances,
and AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) provides
role-based access control over data and services. Bob could
launch his service within a VPC, and Alice could grant Bob
via IAM the permission to fetch her customer data (e.g.,
from an S3 bucket) after checking the service properties for
compliance with her policy.

However, there is no agreed-upon mechanism in current
IaaS clouds for services to expose security information to
clients. And, there are numerous individual services that
must be separately managed to ensure security. Section 4
discusses the challenges of implementing cloud containers
on AWS, and Section 8 discusses other approaches, such
as cryptographic multiparty computation, information flow
control, or trusted hardware.
Threat model. We view the IaaS provider as trusted, a rea-
sonable presumption for users of cloud systems today. We
therefore consider threats such as insider attacks by IaaS em-
ployees, cross-VM isolation boundary violations [39, 45, 55,
57, 60], or compromise of the IaaS control plane (e.g., ex-
ploits against hypervisors) to be out of scope. These threats
are important, but are not addressed by CQSTR.

Instead, we focus primarily on threats arising in applica-
tions running on top of the IaaS platform. We consider for
simplicity settings with two tenants, e.g., Alice and Bob in
our example above. We consider situations in which either
Alice or Bob behaves maliciously, because of (accidental)
misconfigurations or insider attacks, e.g., by application de-
velopers. We also consider remote attackers: one goal is to
attest to Alice that Bob is using best practices for defense.

3. CQSTR Abstractions
Our central hypothesis is that carefully chosen, but relatively
modest, extensions to IaaS platforms can provide a founda-

Figure 1. The logical view of CQSTR. (1) Alice places data
in bucket, and (2) publishes location of data and security properties
required for access. (3) Bob retrieves information, and (4) launches
service in cloud container with required restrictions. Service (5)
fetches data, (6) computes over it, and (7) publishes results to
allowed output server.
tion for constructing trustworthy cloud-hosted services. To
this end, we describe the design of CQSTR, which extends
IaaS cloud management platforms to enable tenants to share
data safely and assert more control over use of their data.
Overview. CQSTR comprises three central elements:
(1) Cloud containers are groupings of VM instances and

are the units of security policy management.
(2) State assertions are authenticated statements from the

cloud provider about the security properties of a ser-
vice’s container.

(3) API restrictions ensure that IaaS management APIs
cannot be abused to violate containment policies.

Cloud containers group the VM instances and related re-
sources comprising a service and allow attesting to their se-
curity properties collectively. State assertions provide clients
a mechanism to verify the configuration of a service, such as
the isolation policies of its container or the set of VM im-
ages used to boot instances in the service (i.e., a form of
remote attestation). Finally, API restrictions limit the use of
provider APIs that might compromise a container’s asserted
security properties. CQSTR leverages the IaaS provider’s
trusted network for secure cross-tenant communication; IaaS
providers already control their networks to prevent spoofing
and snooping by their tenants [14].

In client/server settings, the service is launched into a
cloud container. A client consumes state assertions to ver-
ify that the container’s security properties meet its policy re-
quirements for protection against data leakage. In delegated
settings, the client can pass the service provider a descrip-
tion of the required security properties, and then verify that
the service meets those properties before handing it data. A
data owner can also place security conditions on stored data
(e.g., storage buckets or objects) to limit access to only those
containers whose security properties comply with the condi-
tions. Figure 1 illustrates the use of the system.
3.1 Cloud Containers
The key new abstraction provided by CQSTR is the cloud
container, which is a set of VM instances sharing access to



a private network and cloud resources, with a common set
of networking, storage, and boot image restrictions. Thus,
a cloud container logically extends operating system con-
tainers (e.g., Linux containers [8]) to a cluster. Abstractly, a
container is described with a manifest that specifies a set of
security properties detailing explicitly what instances in the
container can do; anything not listed is prevented. Launch-
ing an instance into a cloud container restricts what code it
can run (described below), to whom it can communicate, and
where it can store and retrieve data.

Cloud containers build on existing virtual private network
functionality already available on AWS/EC2 and OpenStack
to limit the set of reachable hosts and to enforce firewall
rules. A cloud container policy may also enforce traffic con-
trols, such as limiting the ingress or egress bandwidth of a
container, and the total amount of data that can be trans-
ferred.

A service may consist of one or more cloud containers.
When a service has multiple instance types internally, such
as master and worker in Hadoop, cloud containers can fur-
ther secure a system by placing each class of VM in a sepa-
rate cloud container that has its own set of boot images and
accessible network/storage. We term this a cloud container
group.
Storage containment. Storage protection is enforced by
extending the mechanisms to control the resources accessi-
ble to a cloud container with existing IaaS services. In addi-
tion to access control lists on storage objects, CQSTR adds
sets of reachable objects to a cloud container description,
providing complete control over the storage and other ob-
jects accessible to a service. CQSTR allows controlling both
access to existing storage objects as well as what new stor-
age objects, such as disk images or blob storage buckets, can
be created from a container.
Trusted images. In delegated scenarios, a client may re-
quire trust in the code executing in the service before releas-
ing information to it. For example, a hospital may require
that a data-mining service uses a known and endorsed soft-
ware image that enforces an information disclosure policy.
A container manifest can therefore specify a set of trusted
images eligible to run in the container. In this scenario, the
client must trust the container’s images to behave correctly,
either through direct knowledge or endorsement by a trusted
third party. All other images are prevented from being used
to boot VMs within the container.
Cloud container API. A cloud container is created with
a manifest (see Figure 2 for an example) that specifies the
security properties of the container, or by creating a default
container and explicitly setting the properties. CQSTR pro-
vides APIs to create, read, update, and delete cloud contain-
ers. Once created, the owner of the container can launch VM
instances into the container from trusted images. However,
once an instance has been launched into a container, the con-

tainer properties are frozen, meaning they can no longer be
modified and clients are assured they will remain in force.
3.2 State Assertions
A client of a service using CQSTR can make access control
or usage decisions based on the security properties of the
service’s cloud container. There are two mechanisms for
verifying assertions over a cloud container’s state. First, a
client can directly query the provider for assertions about
a service, such as how the network is configured or what
storage objects are accessible. Second, a client can place
access control lists on storage objects that specify the desired
properties of services accessing those objects. We describe
in Sections 4 and 5 how to do this with small extensions to
existing IaaS capabilities.

Properties covered by state assertions are subject to two
conditions. First, a property must be knowable to the IaaS
provider: it is easily observed by the cloud management
plane. For example, CQSTR cannot assert properties that
would require introspection within VM images or inspection
of network traffic data contents. Second, the property must
be stable, meaning that once it is true it remains true. As an
example, “has an instance stored more than 1 MB of data?”
is a stable property, whereas the amount of data stored is
not stable, as it changes whenever an instance writes more
data. The reason for targeting stable properties is to avoid
TOCTOU bugs [28] and for efficiency: clients can cache the
results of most assertions.
Immutable configurations. Many useful properties al-
ready satisfy both conditions. One is “what image did an
instance boot from?” The provider knows this easily, since
the image was specified in the request to the provider, and it
is stable. But other useful security properties are not stable.
In AWS and OpenStack, configuration properties of an in-
stance, such as the network security group, can be modified
by the owner at any time. If a data owner granted access
based on one configuration (e.g., when the security settings
were compliant) but the configuration changed later (on pur-
pose or accidentally), then data could be released.

CQSTR addresses this concern by restricting the set of
management operations allowable on cloud containers once
they are frozen. Specifically, operations cannot change the
outcome of any state assertion. For example, an owner can-
not reconfigure the network to allow more access, or add
more trusted images. We call the properties of a cloud con-
tainer an immutable configuration.
Manifest templates. It may be expensive to check that
the manifest for a container meets all required restrictions.
CQSTR therefore supports manifest templates, which are pa-
rameterized manifests. A tenant specifies the template and its
parameters when launching an instance. For example, a com-
mon policy is to allow network traffic from a single client to
a single port; the manifest template specifies complete isola-
tion of network and storage except for this one port, with the
client’s IP address as the port parameter.



network:
  container: container2,
  direction: ingress,
  protocol: tcp,
  local_port: 8080
traffic:
  container: container2,
  out_quota: 100MB,
  bandwidth: 100KB/sec
volume:
  ro: public,
  rw: container
objectstore:
  bucket_name: dataprovider.hadoop
     visibility: public,
     write_quota: 100KB
images:
  hadoop_master, hadoop_slave

Figure 2. Sample manifest allowing container2 to receive
TCP packets on port 8080 with a download limit and band-
width cap, use two images, access public volumes read-
only, and write only to specified private volumes, with up
to 100KB writes to a specified public object store bucket.

To check that a cloud container complies with a given
parameterized template, a client first checks that the tem-
plate matches the expected template, and that the parameter
matches the expected parameter; this is much simpler than
checking that an arbitrary manifest enforces a superset of re-
quired restrictions.

3.3 API Restrictions

The final element of CQSTR is a set of restrictions on the
allowed management operations. As noted above, some op-
erations are prohibited to ensure that configurations are im-
mutable. In addition, IaaS APIs may leak information from
a running instance, or to modify its behavior. API restric-
tions on a cloud container prohibit use of APIs that violate
containment, such as creating a VPN tunnel or, more insidi-
ously, writing to a log monitored by the IaaS provider, such
as Amazon’s CloudWatch service [17]: log entries could ex-
pose private data outside the cloud container.

API restrictions limit what the owner of a container can
do. Any action that copies or transfers storage must apply
the same controls on the data after copy or transfer. Thus,
snapshots are given the same ACL as the source virtual
disk. This also applies to booting a VM instance: an image
generated within a cloud container cannot be used to boot
instances outside the container.

These restrictions cannot fully prevent covert channels.
For example, a service could intentionally vary its resource
usage to encode information through fine-grained billing
statements, or through monitoring APIs like AWS Cloud-
Trail that record every provider API call [16]. In our imple-
mentation we strive to limit high-bandwidth covert channels.

3.4 Security Analysis

We briefly discuss some of the security benefits of CQSTR.
We assume that an attacker cannot subvert the cloud provider’s

code, and hence cannot subvert network and storage restric-
tions. In addition, an attacker cannot spoof packets within
the cloud network. We address three threat cases: malicious
computation owners, malicious code, and remote attackers.
Malicious owners. A service owner may attempt to force
trusted code to leak data. This can be done by SSH’ing into
the VM, inspecting system logs, or using cloud APIs. Here,
firewall rules can restrict the ability of the owner to access in-
stances within the cloud container, and API restrictions pre-
vent bulk channels such as logs or volume snapshots. Finally,
a client may choose to trust only images with locked-down
configurations that prohibit remote console access, or im-
ages endorsed by trusted third parties.
Malicious code. The worst case of attack is when VM in-
stances run malicious code. Here, cloud containers can pre-
vent leaking through explicit network and storage channels,
but cannot prevent all covert channels through the IaaS API,
as in the billing and logging examples.

In a client/server setting, output is accessible only to
the client. In a delegated setting, though, output may go
elsewhere. For service-generated data, such as the program
output, logging, or performance metrics, traffic control on
cloud containers mitigates the risk by limiting the output size
and bandwidth. We show in Section 6 how an application-
specific proxy can be used to further check or sanitize output.
Remote attackers. For third-party attackers, the primary
defense is the network isolation and firewall rules. These net-
work defenses can largely prohibit public access to instances
within a cloud container.

4. Implementing Cloud Containers on AWS
To explore the potential for secure cross-tenant sharing with
current IaaS cloud APIs, we implemented elements of the
cloud container abstraction as a library above Amazon AWS.
AWS provides key building blocks for the cloud container
abstraction. Tenants may group instances in a virtual private
cloud (VPC), and use VPC primitives to restrict network
connectivity and access to some types of storage objects
(e.g., S3 buckets). Role-based access control (through AWS
IAM) can also limit access to storage objects. However,
AWS only provides partial support to control access to all
resources from a VPC, and it cannot freeze a VPC to prevent
configuration changes. For these reasons, the AWS cloud
container library uses auditing of VPC configurations and
data access.

The audit-based implementation for AWS monitors com-
pliance with a declarative policy description for a cloud con-
tainer. It serves as a case study of how to use AWS secu-
rity mechanisms for cross-tenant cooperation. However, the
reliance on auditing security logs necessarily implies that
the library cannot prevent non-compliant operations, but can
only detect abuses afterwards. In addition, the library has
shortcomings stemming from the limited control over log-
ging granularity in today’s AWS API. Most significantly, the



logs reveal unrelated information about the service owner’s
account to the client, and collusion with a third account can
open hidden channels for data leakage, as described below.
4.1 Implementing Containers over AWS
VPCs form the basis of a cloud container implementation
on AWS: CQSTR launches the instances comprising a con-
tainer within a VPC, which controls network reachability
and firewall rules. AWS does not yet support traffic shaping,
so there are no bandwidth limits or traffic caps.

To restrict access to storage, the VPC specifies in advance
any S3 buckets that the VPC writes to, so a client can check
compliance with its policy. The service owner configures
a VPC endpoint [23] that specifies a set of pre-existing S3
buckets accessible from the VPC; the endpoint denies write
access to all other S3 buckets. Contained services cannot
create new buckets.

When a client wants to grant a service access to its stored
data, additional VPC setup steps are necessary. The service
owner creates a VPC, and passes its ID to the client. The
client creates a new role with access to its data, restricts the
role for use only by the VPC, grants the service owner access
to the role, and passes the role’s name (ARN) to the service
owner. The service owner can then configure instances to
assume the role when accessing the data.

For other storage resources, such as EBS volumes or mes-
sage queues, AWS does not provide mechanisms to restrict
a VPC to access only a predefined set of objects: instances
within the VPC can reach a resource if any party grants the
VPC access to the resource. Restricting destination IP ad-
dresses is not enough, as AWS services may share a front-
end server. As we discuss below, CQSTR uses auditing to
verify that all resource accesses from the VPC are compliant
with the policy. Similarly, AWS does not have a mechanism
to limit the set of images bootable within a VPC, so CQSTR
checks audit logs to verify that all instances in a VPC were
booted with compliant images.
State Assertions. A client-side library checks compliance
with security properties using two mechanisms. First, the
client can contact the config service [22] to determine the
properties of a VPC and its service; the service owner must
grant clients access for this. In advance of contacting a
service, clients query the configuration service for relevant
security properties and verify that they meet requirements
(e.g., restricted networking).

Clients must also verify that instances within the VPC
do not transmit data to unapproved objects, such as EBS
volumes or SQS message queues. However, the config ser-
vice does not provide configurations of all objects, such as
volume snapshots, S3 buckets, and SQS queues. Therefore,
clients must retrieve audit logs for these resources to verify
that past operations did not violate container security poli-
cies.
API restrictions. Cloud containers require immutable se-
curity properties that prevent TOCTOU races. However,

AWS does not provide mechanisms to prevent management
operations from changing the configuration of a VPC. Thus,
it is not possible to freeze a configuration to make its prop-
erties immutable. As with storage access and attestations
above, CQSTR on AWS relies on auditing as a substitute for
the freeze operation: clients of a service must use the library
to scan audit logs both before and after using the service to
verify that the configuration never violated the client’s de-
sired policy. For example, the client must verify that VPC
configurations do not change.

4.2 Checking Audit Logs

AWS provides powerful features for auditing VPCs and their
configurations. The CloudTrail security event service [16]
can log operations within a tenant account on an ongoing
basis. We observed that the latency between an event and
a record showing up in CloudTrail was about 5 minutes.
While we were writing this paper, Amazon updated Cloud-
Watch [17] with sufficient functionality to implement audit-
ing at lower latency. As CloudWatch audits are functionally
equivalent to CloudTrail, we describe our implementation in
terms of CloudTrail.

We found that even when complete audit records are
available for AWS objects, such as VPCs, the security logs
do not always have complete information. For example,
some objects have default settings that are not provided in
CloudTrail logs, such as routing tables for VPCs. In these
cases, we augmented log processing with calls to the AWS
configuration service and use configuration histories to re-
trieve the complete settings.

Our audit log processing tool is about 700 lines of Python
code and monitors 24 types of AWS objects.
Auditing handshake. Normally, audit logs are available to
the account running a service. To allow clients of a service
to check compliance with CQSTR security properties, the
clients must be able to access the logs. Setting up a moni-
tored cross-tenant VPC takes a number of steps, as, the ser-
vice owner must make log events accessible to clients. The
client creates a log bucket, creates a role, grants the role ac-
cess to the log bucket, and grants the service owner’s account
access to the role. To make the log tamper-evident, the client
creates an SSE-KMS key and grants the service owner’s ac-
count permission to encrypt CloudTrail logs with the key. It
passes the names (ARNs) of the bucket, role, and key to the
service owner. The service owner enables CloudTrail log-
ging on its account using the received ARNs.
Limitations of AWS auditing. We found that the AWS
support for security logging is not well-matched to the needs
of secure cross-tenant sharing. Generally, CloudTrail log-
ging is designed to enable an account owner to monitor oper-
ations taken by identities associated with the account, rather
than all operations associated with a given group of instances
(e.g., a VPC). While a VPC is bound to account, its instances
can issue operations under roles from a different account.



Operations issued under a role are logged to the role owner
and not the VPC owner. If the service uses a role from a third
account other than the client or service owner, the audit logs
go to that third account and are not visible to the client.

CloudTrail logs also compromise privacy when used for
cross-tenant monitoring. The security log includes all events
in the service owner’s account, and not just the events per-
taining to a particular VPC of interest. If the service owner
regards its logs to be confidential, then this confidentiality
is violated. CloudWatch events can, in theory, filter out un-
related events involving non-target VPCs. However, in our
experiments we found that filters must be updated when ob-
jects are created or deleted. In an asynchronous setting such
as AWS, this can lead to lost audit records. Moreover, with
multiple clients, events from one client are exposed to all
others. One alternative is to use a third-party trusted audi-
tor to check a service’s compliance with the policies of its
clients; ideally the IaaS provider would play this role. Fur-
thermore, audit logs are a high-bandwidth covert channel
and can allow a service to export sensitive data out of the
VPC.

These limitations could be resolved by providing auditing
on the granularity of an instance or VPC, rather than per
account. In any case, the integrity of the auditing approach
depends on comprehensive logging and monitoring of all
data channels out of a VPC. As the default it so allow access
to unaudited resources, security depends on extending the
audit tool for each new resource introduced by AWS.

More generally, we conclude that adequate control of
cross-tenant sharing requires specific support within the
cloud provider API. Furthermore, it requires continued log-
ging after using a service to ensure there are not data subse-
quent breaches. While security logging and auditing can be
a basis for secure cross-tenant sharing, our premise is that
an authorization model is a stronger basis for secure shar-
ing. We therefore turn to an implementation of CQSTR on
OpenStack.

5. Implementing CQSTR on OpenStack
We implemented CQSTR as an extension to OpenStack. Un-
like the auditing based approach that is possible with current
IaaS APIs, our OpenStack CQSTR implementation provides
immutable cloud containers that allow only those resource
accesses that are enumerated explicitly as compliant with a
policy. This provides stronger guarantees.

We implemented CQSTR as an extension to OpenStack
Kilo (2015.1) [9]. In total, we added 15 new files with 3,096
lines of code and modified 2,386 lines of code across 52
files. For comparison, the original components we modify
comprise 455,247 lines of Python code. The added API
restrictions comprise less than 500 lines.
OpenStack overview. OpenStack provides a complete set
of software to implement a public or private cloud. It is
widely used both within enterprises and as the basis for

Components Functionality Modification
Nova Compute Service Container manager,

metadata service and
API Restrictions

KeyStone Authentication
Service

Attestation-based access
control

Neutron Network Service Network reachability
and traffic control

Swift Object Storage Storage containment
Cinder Volume Storage Storage containment

Table 1. Modified OpenStack components.

several public clouds including Rackspace and DreamHost.
Table 1 describes the key components we modify.

Recent versions of OpenStack provide a trusted comput-
ing pool built on TPMs and an attestation server [10]. The
server verifies measurements made by the TPMs, and allows
clients to query the attestations for specific machines. This
provides assurance about the code booted on a single ma-
chine, but not about the network configuration or use of man-
agement APIs. Furthermore, the goal of trusted computing
pools is to verify trust in the hypervisor, which is comple-
mentary to our focus.

Our implementation comprises several components:
• Container Manager: stores container information and

implements container APIs.
• Network Agent: enforces network control in Neutron.
• Storage Agent: isolates object namespace on Swift.
• Metadata Service: provide state assertions on Nova.

The crux of our implementation is to show how small mod-
ifications and extensions to existing services can provide a
much richer security platform.

5.1 Containers and Their Management

CQSTR implements the container manager as an extension
to the Nova compute service. All container and container
group management APIs (Create, Read, Update, Delete)
are provided as HTTP-based Nova APIs. Currently we re-
quire that a container be a member of exactly one container
group. Containers are mutable until the first instance is
launched into it; at that point they are frozen and become
immutable. CQSTR supports dynamically adding and re-
moving resources to/from a container, which can be impor-
tant for allowing the container to scale with the computation
dynamically.

For debugging purposes, CQSTR also provides a de-
bug mode that allows configuration changes after instance
launch. This allows an owner to extract debug logs or adjust
security properties while instances are running. We found
this to be critical when setting up containers. Debug mode
can only be enabled before a container is frozen, though,
and prevents the use of state assertions. When a container
is frozen, running instances are terminated, as their con-
figurations may have changed. Instances can then be (re-
)launched.



Network isolation is built on OpenStack’s tenant network.
Each container group is put in a shared layer-2 network,
and cloud containers have their own subnets. All these net-
works are fully managed by IaaS infrastructure, and cannot
be modified administratively. We built traffic control in Neu-
tron’s gateway to limit the aggregate bytes transferred using
IPTable’s quota module. We have not yet implemented band-
width limits.

CQSTR provides containers with private volume storage
using Cinder. Volumes that are used inside a cloud container
are marked as container-local unless they are explicitly al-
lowed to escape as listed in the manifest. Local volumes and
their copies/snapshots cannot be used outside the container.

The Swift object store lacks a few features of AWS S3,
such as VPC endpoints to restrict the set of accessible buck-
ets. To control storage access, we built a storage agent inside
the Swift server that implements a private namespace for
cloud containers. Object accesses are directed to this names-
pace unless the bucket name is explicitly listed on the con-
tainer manifest. The namespace is derived from the tenant
account ID and the container ID. This design allows contain-
ers in a container group to share objects through Swift with-
out exposing them outside the container. We use this feature
in Prediction IO (see Section 6).

5.2 Attestation-based Access Control on Sharing

We extend the OpenStack Metadata Service to provide state
assertions about cloud containers. A tenant using a cloud
container can explicitly grant access to designated services
for specific metadata properties. A client can contact the
metadata service with a container ID or its IP address for
state assertions about a service before using it.

CQSTR also introduces attestation-based access control,
which allows embedding state assertions on resources such
as Swift buckets: only services meeting required assertions
can access the resource. Here, the resource owner (e.g.,
client of a service) creates a role, grants it the desired ac-
cess, and specifies the required state assertions, which can be
either a container ID or a manifest template and parameter.
Upon receiving a request, the resource server (e.g., Swift)
consults the metadata service for the information about both
the requesting instance and its cloud container. Only if the
requester meets the security requirements is access granted.
We modified OpenStack to support dynamic creation and
sharing of such roles (similar to what AWS’s IAM mecha-
nism already provides).

These requests to the metadata service for state asser-
tions provide an IP address for the service. As IaaS net-
works prevent spoofing, the IP address identifies the client
of a resource server. To ensure uniqueness, requests to a re-
source server must use a globally unique IP address. These
addresses can float between instances, so CQSTR imposes
a configurable waiting period on reusing these addresses so
that assertions can be cached.

A tenant can implement their own storage service that
uses CQSTR services. We implemented a library for external
services to request and verify container manifests, so that
any tenant-implemented service can enforce the same types
of policies as platform services.

5.3 API Restrictions

We implement API restrictions by adding hooks in exist-
ing OpenStack services to change behavior when cloud con-
tainers are in use. We modified storage APIs to implement
mandatory access controls (i.e., private volumes or storage
objects cannot be made public) by setting initial ACLs on
objects or volumes created by a container to prevent access
from outside the container. OpenStack allows configuring a
VPN with an “allowed address pair” that bypasses network
security, so we disable the APIs for that feature on instances
in cloud containers.

We also patched many management APIs to prevent side
channels. As an example, we prevent snapshots on instances
in containers, prevent moving IP addresses between in-
stances, and prohibit most calls to management APIs from
within a container. We strove to limit covert channels that
would enable malicious instances within a container to vio-
late bandwidth limitations. A few such covert channels still
exist, such as the previously mentioned billing example.

6. Application Case Studies
We have applied CQSTR to three real applications: SpamAs-
sassin [13], a spam filter service; PacketPig [11], a network
trace analyzer; and PredictionIO [12], a machine learning
service. For each application, we describe how we configure
the container to maximally restrict the service from releas-
ing data. In this section, an operator is the one who sets up
the target containers, and a client is the one who receives the
output data from the service. Note that a client may or may
not be the data owner, and a client can also be an operator in
some application scenarios.

6.1 Basic Pattern

The basic pattern for deploying a service with CQSTR is to
identify the inputs, outputs, and storage requirements, and
instantiate a cloud container that restricts networking and
storage to just what is required. Two of the applications we
investigated follow a simple pattern we call “single output,
local storage,” meaning that they produce output to a single
endpoint, and require local storage for intermediate results.
The manifest template for this pattern is shown Figure 3.
Note in this context, the word “public” means external to
the container, rather than public to the world.

This template enables the service to receive connections
by network hosts parameter1 on TCP port parameter2,
which can be another container or a specific address, and to
read and write private local storage and read public read-
only data from outside the container. This template does
not restrict which images can be used to boot instances: the



network:
  public: <parameter1>,
  direction: ingress,
  protocol: tcp,
  local_port: <parameter2>

volume:
  ro: public,
  rw: container

objectstore:
  default: local

image:
  any

Figure 3. Basic Container Pattern

output and input are the same endpoint, so there is no need to
trust the service to make delegated access control decisions.
These restrictions are a limited form of mandatory access
control over the data passed to the target cloud container.
Once a contained service is launched, the service owner
cannot change these controls, so data inside will always be
contained as the manifest describes.

We will extend this basic pattern with additional con-
tainers in order to implement richer multi-container func-
tionalities. With CQSTR alone at least one separate con-
tainer is needed for each customer, which can be inefficient
for lightweight services. But, CQSTR can act as a platform
for building higher layers of trust, so finer-grained contain-
ment is possible. For example, a trusted OS running within
CQSTR could isolate instances of a service with containers.

6.2 SpamAssassin

SpamAssassin has a simple work flow: a client sends the
service a stream of emails, and the service scans each email
for spam. It adds an email header indicating the likelihood
that it is spam and then returns the message back to the
client. Our security requirement is that SpamAssassin should
not disclose emails to other parties, including the service’s
operator.

This workflow fits the pattern shown in Figure 3, with the
client’s address as parameter1. The client of SpamAssassin
queries the metadata server with the service’s address, and
verifies that the returned manifest uses the template with the
correct parameters.

We extend this basic design to allow the operator to pass
labeled training data to the service enabling it to learn addi-
tional spam patterns. Here, we ensure that the act of provid-
ing training sets does not leak any information: even TCP
ack packets from the service could be used to leak client
email content.

We solve this by extending SpamAssassin with a second
container including a single management proxy. A manage-
ment proxy is a small VM instance that contains only trusted
code and provides a limited set of management operations to

Figure 4. Configuration for SpamAssassin. Image name
with prefix “std-” means unmodified applications and OS
from official sources. Other images contain code that imple-
ments management functions.

an isolated service, much narrower than the service interface.
This proxy is comparable to AWS API Gateways [21]. Each
proxy in our deployments use a slightly modified Ubuntu
14.10 installation that includes a script to export desired
management functionality through an HTTP interface. The
functionality of a proxy should be simple and open source,
so that it can be trusted.

The SpamAssassin proxy allows a single management
operation, which is to accept training data from the operator.
The service passes the data to SpamAssassin, and returns a
fixed acknowledgment to the operator. It runs in a separate
container from the service, so the proxy cannot access or re-
turn any of the client’s email to the operator. The proxy’s
container allows access to the operator and to the service’s
container, and we allow the service’s container to commu-
nicate with the proxy, as shown in Figure 4. Because this
proxy could be a channel to leak information, we require a
locked-down trusted image for the proxy.

6.3 PacketPig

PacketPig is a distributed network trace analysis tool [11]
built on Apache Pig [25] and Hadoop. We use CQSTR to
allow untrusted users to submit scripts that analyze sensitive
network traces stored in a Swift bucket by ensuring that the
service cannot reveal much about the trace. Unlike SpamAs-
sassin, the data is not owned by the client; instead this is a
delegated setting and CQSTR is used to limit the informa-
tion clients extract rather than prevent release completely.

Our basic configuration follows the pattern described
above: PacketPig runs in a container that only allows ac-
cess to a single port to submit scripts and receive results. To
limit the amount of data released, we enforce a total down-
load limit on the container that is a small fraction of the
total trace size so the complete trace cannot be exposed. The
trace data is stored in a Swift bucket. It is not possible to
directly reference a Swift bucket without modifying the ap-



Figure 5. Configuration for PacketPig.

plication. Instead, we integrate the data importing function
into a management proxy described below. The data owner
sets an ACL on a trace bucket that only grants access to a
role from the management container.

We implemented a management proxy that, in addition to
providing network traces, allows dynamic addition and re-
moval of nodes in the service, and modifies query scripts
to add random noise. PacketPig can only communicate with
the proxy, and clients submit scripts and receive result from
the proxy. This configuration is shown in Figure 5. The set
of nodes is changed by providing the address of the new in-
stance to add or the existing instance to shut down; the proxy
modifies Hadoop’s configuration and restarts the cluster with
the new configuration. The script rewriter illustrates use of
a proxy to sanitize inputs and outputs for better security and
privacy. It adds uniformly distributed noise to the SUM func-
tion in scripts, with respect to the average and variance of
the data. More complex mechanisms like differential privacy
could be implemented [30], but are out of scope for this pa-
per. This use of a proxy demonstrates the more general idea
of an output proxy that checks or sanitizes results before re-
turning them to the client.

This configuration can also be used more generally as
a contained Hadoop/Pig cluster, where clients submit jobs
without worrying that the service owner may leak scripts or
data. The only modification to the above design is to change
the management to allow all scripts.

PacketPig demonstrates how CQSTR can restrict and iso-
late data flows. However, service-generated data, such as
program outputs and logs, might still carry sensitive infor-
mation. Hence, in deployment one would need to carefully
whitelist which scripts and supporting service code can be
allowed to run within the cloud container.

6.4 PredictionIO

PredictionIO is an open-source prediction service, and demon-
strates how CQSTR solves the example problem in Sec-
tion 2. PredictionIO reads a client’s data, with which it trains
a model based on a code template from the client. With the

Figure 6. Configuration for PredictionIO.

model, PredictionIO deploys a webserver to make online
predictions. Our security goal is that the training service
does not leak the client’s data; the data owner allows the
PredictionIO service to train on its data and make public
predictions from the resulting model but the training data
must stay private.

We created an image using the standard Prediction IO
codebase with a trusted prediction template. We install this
on a locked-down configuration of Linux with unnecessary
services (including sshd) disabled. In addition to the Predic-
tionIO code, the service also runs a standard Apache Spark
cluster [24] to provide the compute power needed to gener-
ate the prediction model.

As shown in Figure 6, we deploy the training service in a
cloud container with access to the client’s data source. The
web server for prediction queries runs in a separate container
that shares a Swift bucket with the training container, and
allows public access. We limit the quota of data that can be
written into the bucket to the model’s estimated size (1MB).

This configuration ensures that the training data is lim-
ited to the training service, and the publicly accessible web
server has no direct access to the data. Even if the web ser-
vice container is compromised due to an application or OS
vulnerability, the attacker cannot access the training data.

Our deployment of Prediction IO with CQSTR demon-
strates how an application can be decomposed into compo-
nents, each in a separate container. Using a similar decom-
position with rules allowing access to specific endpoints, an
application can contact trusted third-party services. If they
are deployed in cloud containers, CQSTR can also verify
their trustworthiness.

6.5 Experience

Porting the three applications to operate in CQSTR was
straightforward, requiring no source modification. The man-
agement proxies are small, simple services to code. We ran
into a few issues with services that assume open Internet
access: SpamAssassin looks up the hostname in all mes-
sages using DNS, but access to DNS can leak information



about what messages are being scanned. Some prediction
templates for PredictionIO access external services, which
may not be allowed in a cloud container. In both cases, we
disabled code that accessed external services without hinder-
ing the desired functionality.

7. Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the performance cost of CQSTR’s modifications
to OpenStack on our three applications.

7.1 Configuration

We run CQSTR with nine physical hosts on the Wisconsin
cluster of CloudLab [1]. One node is the cloud controller,
one is the network gateway, two serve as both volume and
object storage, and five are compute servers.

All nodes have two 8-core 2.40 GHz Intel E5-2630 CPUs
with hyperthreading enabled and 128GB memory. The code
is stored on a local SAS disk, while storage services (Swift
and Cinder) use an SSD. User VMs are connected through
a GRE tunnel over 10Gb Ethernet, with a separate 10Gb
Ethernet for storage requests. We multiplex the management
network with the data network, with address spaces isolated.

We used Ubuntu 14.04 LTS image for guests and ser-
vices. Both guests and services run in m1.large instances,
which have 4 virtual CPUs without usage caps, 8GB mem-
ory and 80GB file-backed storage on a SAS disk. Manage-
ment proxies are lightweight and run in m1.small instances
with 1 VCPU and 2GB memory.

7.2 Application Performance

Table 2 shows the workloads and average completion time
over 10 repetitions for PredictionIO, PacketPig, and Spa-
mAssassin. The Email dataset is the EDRM Email DataSet
V2 [2], the network trace comes from ISTS12 [5], and both
training and predictions use data from the Million Song
Dataset [27]. All results have standard deviations below 3%;
the prediction workload has a 1% deviation.

The performance of PredictionIO predicting and Packet-
Pig on CQSTR are 1.5% slower than the native versions.
The latency of predictions is unchanged. For SpamAssassin
CQSTR is 1% slower.

7.3 Microbenchmarks

We created a set of microbenchmarks to better understand
why application performances was unchanged.
Container management. We measured the cost of manage-
ment operations to create and launch a service in a container.
Creating a container takes 1.5 seconds and configuring its se-
curity properties takes 3 seconds, which is a fraction of the
time to instantiate and boot an instance (11 seconds).
Existing management APIs. CQSTR imposes additional
checks on existing IaaS management APIs, e.g., attaching
a volume or IP address to an instance. In measurements, we
found these checks add less than 2% overhead.

Network performance. CQSTR adds extra firewall and traf-
fic rules compared to normal instances. Using iperf to test
bandwidth and latency, we found no measurable difference.
Storage performance. For volume storage, additional checks
are only imposed when a volume is attached, so there is
no performance impact on data access. For object storage,
Swift must call the metadata service with the requester’s
IP address to verify state assertions, which takes 30ms on
average. The result is cached for the minimum IP address
reuse time (10 minutes). In our experiments, the average
latency of object storage requests is unchanged at 12ms,
but the 99th percentile latency increases from 250ms to
750ms, reflecting the time spent verifying the requester’s
capabilities. Bandwidth is unchanged.
External storage performance. External services must fetch
state assertions before granting access to data, which takes
approximately 700ms. However, the result of checking as-
sertions can be cached as with Swift, and hence has little
impact on overall performance.

These results explain why application performance is
largely unchanged: containment operations rely on the ex-
isting behavior of IaaS services, or are cacheable, so there is
effectively no performance overhead at runtime.

8. Related Work
A large number of works seek to improve control over sen-
sitive data. One solution for the data owners to run analysis
code only in instances (VMs) under their direct control. Mit-
tal et al. [43] describe such an approach for packet trace anal-
ysis. It precludes instances that run third-party proprietary
code or are managed by any party other than the data owner;
CQSTR allows both. Secure multiparty computation [38]
and fully homomorphic encryption [34] are promising solu-
tions for data analytics, but are not yet general and practical
enough for most computing problems.

Another approach is to build limited interfaces to code
that is trusted not to leak data. Bunker [42] creates a closed-
box for the specific case of network trace analysis on a
single node. Airavat [46] ensures privacy-preserving outputs
for MapReduce workloads by confining untrusted mappers
and running only trusted reducers. PINQ [41] implements
differential privacy mechanisms based on C# LINQ [6], and
provides a restricted programming language to compute on
sensitive information. These works are complementary to
CQSTR: one could for example set up the trusted code (e.g.,
Bunker, Airavat, or PINQ) in a CQSTR cloud container,
and obtain the benefits of both systems. Here the role of
CQSTR is to attest to clients of the service that it runs the
correct (trusted) code and is properly locked down. Brown
and Chase [29] proposed a similar idea for a PaaS service
that attests to the code running in an instance.

The cloud container abstraction can be viewed as a lim-
ited form of mandatory access control using Information
Flow Control, including Decentralized IFC (DIFC [44]). IFC



Application Workload Native CQSTR % diff.
SpamAssassin Filter 100,000 emails 598 sec 604 sec 1.0%
PacketPig Fingerprint 146GB trace 856 sec 869 sec 1.5%
PredictionIO Training Train on 10,000 songs (1.8GB) 26 sec 27 sec 3.1%
PredictionIO Prediction Perform 1,000,000 predictions 914 sec 925 sec 1.2%

Table 2. Application workloads and execution time.

systems track labels on data (a program’s inputs “taint” out-
puts they may have affected) and confine untrusted code by
blocking unsafe data flows to incompatible channels. DIFC
systems also provide a natural means to grant specific au-
thority to trusted code, e.g., to declassify its output data
by changing the label. Examples include Airavat and OS-
level systems including Histar [58], Flume [37], and As-
bestos [31]. DIFC has also been implemented for a dis-
tributed environment (e.g., [59]). CQSTR provides a less
flexible but simpler abstraction that meets the goals of spe-
cific uses of IFC (access control based on code identity, con-
finement of untrusted code) without the complexities and
overheads of data labeling, taint tracking, and label-based
access checks. At the IaaS layer what we seek is to pro-
vide a practical and deployable subset of IFC’s power and
flexibility—strong containment and attestation—as a foun-
dation for safer data sharing among tenants and richer trust
mechanisms (such as IFC) at higher layers. Because CQSTR
applies checks at the cloud container boundary, it is indepen-
dent of the guest operating systems and applications, and ex-
tends easily to containers with many instances: CQSTR can
attest that all instances within a cloud container are running
IFC software trusted by the client, to obtain strong defense-
in-depth and controlled data release.

CQSTR is complementary to trusted computing mecha-
nisms (e.g., TPM, TXT) that enable trusted execution based
on a hardware root of trust [32, 40, 47, 48, 52, 54]. CQSTR
is similar to these in that it attests code identity and allows
clients to verify that a service is running the proper version of
code in a proper configuration. However, in CQSTR the IaaS
cloud provider is the root of trust. We believe that this trust
assumption is reasonable and matches the practical realities
of cloud computing today; the goal of our work is to lever-
age this trust to bootstrap richer security controls for safe
cross-tenant data sharing in large-scale cloud services [33],
and not just in individual computers. In principle, future ad-
vances in trusted execution technology could extend the trust
chain down to the hardware by attesting the trusted cloud
stack itself.

Some systems advocate property-based attestation [47].
These are more convenient compared to the above TPM-
style interfaces. For example, Santos [49] builds a trusted-
computing-based runtime that seals data from malicious
cloud operators based on instance properties. However, these
do not protect one tenant from another.

To further protect trusted software, Intel’s SGX exten-
sion creates hardware-isolated environments (enclaves) for
trusted code and private data [4]. VC3 [51] and Haven [26]

use SGX to ensure private data is not released to untrusted
components (i.e., the programming framework, hypervisor
or OS). Enclaves enable protection against untrusted cloud
providers [50, 53]. These works view the cloud provider as a
threat to the guest rather than a root of trust that can facilitate
secure sharing among mutually distrusting tenants. But, the
security assumption behind these designs may be too restric-
tive for cross-tenant services. Without IaaS-level network re-
strictions, all enclaves in a service must be trusted to not leak
information. We see SGX-based enclaves as complementary
to the cloud container abstraction, where enclaves are used
for code confidentiality, and cloud containers are used to or-
ganize and enforce the high-level properties of a service.

Existing cloud providers offer rich authentication and au-
thorization to protect user data. AWS controls access based
on users, groups, and roles, (IAM [14]) and can assign a role
to an instance based on its boot image. CQSTR adds new
container-level mechanisms to control access by instances
(rather than by users) based on their code identity and/or
configuration, and to block data leakage even after access
is granted.

Platforms-as-a-Service(PaaS) also provide containment:
Heroku recently announced its private application names-
pace [3]. CQSTR can be seen as moving this viewpoint to the
IaaS level. As with other application frameworks, CQSTR
can also be used to establish trust in layered PaaS systems
and PaaS applications.

9. Conclusion
Controlling use of data is central to secure computing.
CQSTR is the first system to leverage existing IaaS infras-
tructure to provide control over data usage to clients of a
service, and to do so without TPMs or cryptographic pro-
tocols. CQSTR is directly applicable to a wide variety of
data-analysis applications, and can also be used as a general
application-structuring technique. It provides a basis for OS
and application-level mechanisms to further confine code.
However, CQSTR currently works for a single provider, as
it relies on IP addresses for authentication. How to extend
across multiple cloud platforms remains an open question.
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